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Engagement Ring Comparisons - Which Precious Stone to Choose!

Diamond, ruby, sapphire or a gorgeous black opal...which stone should you choose for that ever-so-special
ring that clearly tells the world that she is your one and only? Getting engaged is certainly one of the most
exciting times of your life...

Aug. 24, 2009 - PRLog -- Diamond, ruby, sapphire or a gorgeous black opal...which stone should you
choose for that ever-so-special ring that clearly tells the world that she is your one and only? Getting
engaged is certainly one of the most exciting times of your life, but what ring should you choose?

An engagement ring has a great deal of sentimental value but as they can also be a costly investment it's
definitely worth considering getting it insured. After all you've spent all that time and money finding the
perfect ring; it makes sense not to take any chances. If you are buying a diamond engagement ring, you'll
need a GIA certificate for the diamond.

If you don't have a wad of cash to spend on your engagement ring there are plenty of fantastic options. You
may like to consider looking at other less expensive gemstones that are available rather than that infamous
diamond engagement ring.

Anyway what do you really care about the name of the gem? Is it that important, especially if your fiance
prefers a beautiful engagement ring that's set with stones that are in her favorite color? If it's color you're
after, no problem, there are lots of interesting alternatives that won't break your budget!

Let's say your special little lady loves green, so you want a ring that has green stones. Do you automatically
think- emerald? These may sparkle and glisten with a green sheen, but natural, high quality emeralds are
rather pricey as well as not the most durable gemstone around. The lower quality ones have been treated to
look good, but these don't last. What should you do?

That's easy... Let's Do Green Gemstones! Peridot, known as the evening emerald in ancient Rome because
of the way it glows under lamplight is one fabulous option. Hiddenite and Tsavorite Garnet are both
smashing shades of green that will delight your fiancé.

Another attractive gem to consider for prize place in your engagement ring is moonstone as in regard to
color, this great stone comes in most favorites including blue, orange, yellow and even rainbow. While the
array of moonstones colors is delightful, certainly feminine and extremely eye-catching, it is its
adularescent attribute that is most enchanting. The crystalline structure creates a shimmering effect or a
wonderful aura which makes the stone look very magical and mystical.

And don't forget that stunning black opal ring that you found online. Superb!

# # #

If you are on the hunt for THE perfect engagement ring to last a lifetime, come on over and claim your free
11 part report 
'How To Buy The Engagement Ring Of Your Dreams, Minus The Costly Mistakes'

Just click the link below:
http://buybestengagementrings.info/
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